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Abstract. Current project introduces a prototype of a game with a
purpose constructed using heuristics of social game genre to attract
long-term player involvement, and user content generation, to meet the
constrains of time and budget.
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1 Introduction
Social games have experiencing unprecedented success rate. Millions of players,
encompassing a large range of age categories play social games to relax, socialize and
compete with Facebook friends on daily basis[1]. Social games are known for
comparatively small costs of development, minimalistic graphics, simple game
mechanics, and viral promotion, that seem to have fit the goals and development
facilities of developers of games with a purpose (GWAP) [2].
In the current work we will discuss the heuristics of social games that can be
utilized by games with purpose (human computation games) and propose a prototype
of social game with purpose that also incorporates mechanisms that allow to deal
with the financial and time constraints of researchers.

2 Social Game Heuristics Principles for Games with Purpose
Most games with purpose (GWAP) published on social networks so far have not
been developed using heuristics specific for social network games; rather they were
developed as simple casual games (i.e. Digitalkoot [3]), or gamified playful
environments like Sentiment Quiz [4] that utilize social platforms only for the purpose
of game deployment. This issue resulted in the lost opportunities of maximizing the
reach and engagement of players that social networks like Facebook can potentially
offer.

While existing game heuristics frameworks offered by Desurvire[5] and Pinelle
[6], cover many elements that are also related to social games, some elements that are
related specifically to the social game genre must be added. Paavilainen [7] suggests a
set of Heuristics for Social Games, based on the guidelines developed by Järvinen [8],
which besides the points common to all classic games, includes the following
additional elements: rewards for coming back; interruptability; using themes from
popular culture; virality and sharing (rewarding players for inviting and gifting
friends); narrativity (broadcasting of ingame events as a narration on the player’s
social network news timeline). Also, other authors mention sophisticated return
mechanisms [9] rhythm design [10] ampleness of positive feedback and very clear
game visuals and next step guidelines [11] as part of a successful social game model.
We believe that in order to benefit from social game genre, social GWAP should
strive to incorporate above mentioned elements whenever relevant.
In addition, Kirman [12] suggest utilizing user empowerment mechanism for asset
creation and management of the game, to save efforts, time and money for
researchers, and yet creating an engaging experience for players. This tactic has been
successfully used in some commercial multi-player online games like Second Life, or
Spore and might prove to be a valuable approach in research environment where
developers might be limited in expertise, time and budget.

3 World Architect Game Prototype
While so far games with purpose were constructed so that the major challenge of
the game is the serious tasks itself, we propose a concept of a serious game
constructed using the heuristics of social games, where serious tasks are alternated
with purely fun tasks.
The goal of this approach is test whether prioritizing fun tasks can leverage the
overall sustainability of players’ interest to the GWAP and actually increase the
number of “serious” contributions of players in the long-run.
We present a concept/prototype of a game called World Architect, which
represents a social network game with elements of serious tasks (image tagging). The
game consists of variety of quests, some of which are related to serious tasks and
others are not but serve the purpose of maintaining the attractiveness of the game.
Players have to set up villages, cities, states and countries by constructing
buildings. To avoid costly process of game asset development (buildings) we
incorporate user asset generation (Construction Quest). Users should create their own
buildings (using graphic tools provided by the game) and can submit those for
competitions. Each player is rewarded for participating in the evaluation of submitted
pieces (Judgment Quest), the results of which serve as a ground for personalized
game reminders. The next Shopping Quest requires users to create shipping tags for
construction materials that were purchased to be “transported” to the construction
location. The process of creation of shipping tags involves generating image tags. The
quality of image tags is verified in the Gardening Quest where players have to match
generated tags with images that they were created for. Each successful matching will
bring the “gardener” a virtual tree, certain number of which is required to accomplish

the construction process, and the “shippers” that created the successful image-tag
combination will “safely” receive their construction materials at the construction spot.
Thus, both sides will reach perfect equilibrium only when providing honest image
tagging and validation.
The game environment includes elements that are typical to many existing social
network games: a popular culture theme, never-loose multi-session game play; return
mechanics; simple strategy genre with simple puzzle elements; user’s own unique
space with a autonomous management rights; freedom to progress through the game
at the desired pace; narrativity; social network login with open access to the user’s
profile data; and sociability (friends invitations and propagation mechanisms).
In addition to the above, the following guidelines were developed:
- Serious tasks positioned as secondary material to help deliver fun experience to
the players rather than being a primary reason for playing the game.
- Serious tasks constructed as light “puzzles” that adds to the engagement of the
game.
- Serious tasks deconstructed into smaller pieces and spread among several quests,
thus decreasing the risk of breaking the flow of the game [13].
- Game consist of a variety of fairly independent blocks (mini quests) that are
connected through storytelling, but can be replaced, improved or removed without
destroying the whole game. This makes the game space more flexible for further
improvement and extension.
- Mini quests represent a variety of playful activities to chose from – rating,
selecting, drawing, puzzle solving, etc, thus giving user freedom of choice in
activities instead of limiting to one type of activity.
- The voting scores that each user receives for works submitted for voting
competition will in its turn serve two important points: boost efforts and motivation
for the players, and:
- Serve as a ground for anticipated updates on how well the submitted works are
performing in terms of ratings (narrativity element), and inconspicuously remind
players about the game itself.

4 Further Steps
The next stage of the work is to conduct user studies and test the usefulness of the
proposed approach where serious tasks are presented only as secondary elements of
social games, and see if proposed guidelines, in particular those related to serious
tasks, prove effective in terms of soliciting long term players’ contributions. Also, the
studies should help to find a proper balance between the number of serious tasks in
proportion to the number of playful tasks so that to keep sustainable interest of
players while receiving useful input at a pace and quantity that makes the game worth
the investments that it required.
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